
Study techniques: An empirical review

All of the following have been tried and tested. Only a few actually
work.



“elaborative interrogation”

When you read about a fact or concept, come up with an
explanation for why it is true.



elaborative interrogation: moderately useful



self explanation

Explaining to yourself how the new information you just learned is
related to what you already know.

Or explaining to yourself the steps you take to solve the problem.



self explanation: moderately useful

can generalize learning to other related tasks at least over
short-term.



summarizing

Writing summaries of texts to be learned.



summarization: mixed results

depends on quality of the summary



highlighting and underlining

highlighting: Marking potentially important portions of materials
while reading

Easy to do, doesn’t take much extra time. But does it help?



highlighting and underlining

A typical controlled test:
3 groups:

I highlight as you read

I read others’ highlights

I no highlighting

Then given opportunity to review text the following week.

Did it help?
No (and may make it more difficult to make inferences, by
focusing attention on individual concepts)
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keyword mnemonic

Associating a new vocabulary word with a familiar word that can
be visualized



keyword mnemonic: not very useful

Works best where easy to find a keyword (nouns)



imagery for text

Forming mental images of text materials while reading or listening

Does visualizing while reading text help you remember the
material?



Imagery for text: not very useful



Rereading

Rereading: Restudying text material again after an initial reading



Rereading: not very useful



Practice testing

Practice testing: self-testing or taking practice tests over material
to be learned



Practice testing: very useful!

Helps both good and poor students



Practic testing vs. re-study: very useful!

Helps more than just re-studying



Practic testing vs. re-study: very useful!

Learned concepts transfer to other related questions



distributed practice

Distributed practice: Implementing a schedule of practice that
spreads out study activities over time



Distributed practice: Very useful! (for long-term recall)



Distributed practice: Very useful!



Interleaved practice

Mixing different kinds of problems or material within a single study
session



Interleaved practice: Moderately useful, depends on the
task



Procrastination, deadlines, and performance

from Ariely and Wertenbroch, Procrastination, deadlines, and performance: Self-Control by Precommitment.
Psychological Science 2002



Procrastination, deadlines, and performance


